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Victor Harbour to Adelaide Bus Service
The above 1946 photograph was taken in front of the Mt Compass retail area. This Victor Harbour Motor Services
bus carried both passengers and mail daily between Victor Harbor and Adelaide (in the days when their was a “u” in
the name Victor Harbour). Pictured facing the camera is the popular driver, Mr Arch Pearce. The man to the rear of
the bus is still to be identified.
A number of interesting features to look for in this photo are:
(1) The post & rail structure alongside the bus. These boxes (perhaps 2 or 3 of them) protected flower beds and date
from the 1930s. A good example can be seen in Linton Jacob’s book “Where The Compass Leads You” ( see the
photo on our back page). At the time this photograph was taken however, they do seem to look a little uncared for.
(2) Milk was still being collected in cans and loaded on the back of trucks such as the one viewed here. It was not
until 1975 that these 10 gallon milk cans were finally phased out and milk was carted in tankers only. Originally
there was a stand located in front of the current Service Station, where some of the local farmers would leave their
cans to be collected. This stand was at the same height as the above truck, for ease of loading.
(3) The pine trees to the front left of this truck are the memorial pine trees planted to honour the local soldiers of
World War 1. It has been stated that the mother of each soldier planted a tree, but this cannot be verified.
(4) Between the memorial pine trees and the front of the bus is a timber power pole. Wires were run from Mr Watson’s butcher shop, across to the Hall via this pole. As there was no mains electricity in Mt Compass at this time, 32
volt power (for lighting) was supplied to the Hall via the butcher’s generator. The poles and multiple wires running
along the far side of the Victor Harbor Road are telephone wires.
Photo supplied thanks to Keith & Rita Jacobs
Photographs and articles in the Chronicle can be copied for non-commercial purposes provided the Mt Compass Archives is
acknowledged as the source.
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Editorial
Welcome to the fourth edition of the Chronicle. A number of exciting developments are occurring around the Mt
Compass Archives at present and should be mentioned here.
An Archives History Group is in the process of establishing itself with a number of both long term (you know who
you are) and also more recently arrived locals, coming together with a common interest—the history of Mt Compass. More information will be published in this newsletter over the coming months as this group continues to get
off the ground. The Mt Compass Archives facebook site is also becoming more relevant as the number of photographs uploaded there starts to increase (thanks to Stewart Glass). The site can be found here: https://
www.facebook.com/Mt-Compass-Archives-612991005705996/
As word gets around about what is going on in the Archives, more items are being donated to our collection. This
edition of the Chronicle features three of these new acquisitions, a Show Committee Minute Book, a digital copy
of the Tooperang Hall Minute Book and a digital copy of a World War I letter. This last item has great relevance
with the recent 100 year commemoration of the signing of the Armistice which marked the beginning of the end to
this war. The letter is from Private C Skewes (listed on our Honour Roll) who was serving in France, to his friend
back in Mt Compass and can be read in full on pages 5 & 6.
New local, Josh Townley, and longer term local Glenda Connor have both contributed interesting items for this
newsletter and for that I thank them.
Martin Dunstan, a valued historian has recently passed away and will be sorely missed among those who take a
keen interest in history. His epic collection of books concerning the history of Willunga & District are an obvious
legacy to this man. Some may remember him though, as the drummer who performed in our Hall on numerous
occasions, accompanying pianists such as Ronda Arthur & Dorothy McKinlay. Martin was also kind enough to
donate various items he had collected over the years, to the Archives.
Steve Kettle

News reports from the
past ...
The article shown on the right, is taken from the Victor
Harbor Times of 16th August 1916.
The Memorial pine trees mentioned here are the same ones
that can be seen in the photograph on this edition’s front
page. These trees were later removed in preparation for the
new Memorial Hall but still remain in the memory of some
of our older residents. They recall playing and eating lunch
beneath these trees when attending school in the 1903 Hall
(now the Supper Room).
Note that the trees were planted on “Australia Day”. In
1916 this was held on the 28th July across the whole country, as a way to help raise funds in support of the war effort. The first of these “Australia Days” was held the previous year, in 1915. At the time, January 26th was only
celebrated in NSW as its own “Foundation Day”.
According to this article this event in Mt Compass raised
over £20-.
Note: A plan showing the layout of these trees and the
names of those honoured can be seen on the Mt Compass
Archives facebook page.
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Recent Acquisitions
Thanks to a number of generous people we have added a wide variety of items to our collection during recent
months. Listed below are three of these items:
*Tooperang Hall Minute Book – a digital copy of this tremendously important local record has now been lodged
with us as a way of ensuring this document will be available for future generations. This book dates from the original 1945 Tooperang Progress Committee through to the Hall Committee in 1991. Refer page 9 for further information

A section from the opening page

*WW1 letter sent by a Mt Compass soldier serving in
France. We have been allowed to copy a 1916 letter sent
by Cecil Skewes from France, to his friend Hugh Jacobs
in Mt Compass. This letter mentions other locals who
were serving overseas as well as covering topics ranging
from gas attacks to a longing for Mt Compass apples. Refer to page 5 to read this letter.

(Cecil Skewes is listed on the Honour Roll located in the
Hall foyer.)

*Mt Compass Show Committee
Minute Book (right). This historically valuable Minute Book covers
the period 1905 to 1913 and includes
many interesting details including
events, prizes & judges for the Mt
Compass Shows held during this
period.
A 1905 entry from this book is shown
here. Note the reference to a full
moon - before street & car lighting,
they would require all the natural
light possible, when travelling at
night on foot or horseback.
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The Mount Compass Literary Society
By Josh Townley

They met every other Wednesday between April and September, once the day’s work was done, with a common goal: cultivating self-improvement of mind, morals and social skills. The Mount Compass Literary Society
was formed in 1898 one cold night at the home of Mr Sam Bell, and continued almost uninterrupted until 1949.
At their meetings the Literary Society would perform readings, songs and recitations, share original stories or
give impromptu speeches. One hundred years before the age of Google, members could use the meetings as a
forum to pose and discuss questions like: “What is the difference between a kingdom and an empire?”, “What
becomes of smoke?”, or “What injures clothes the most in washing: boiling or rubbing?” (Answer: rubbing).
In the early days of the Society, meetings were held in the homes of its members, before moving to the roadman’s cottage. However, with some evenings boasting as many as 44 participants it was necessary to find a larger meeting space, so the Society moved to the newly built public hall in 1903.
Throughout its lifetime, the Society held many debates on a wide range of topics. Some addressed issues close
to the community, like “Is the moving picture beneficial to the community?” (1929. Won by the affirmative), or
“The Murray question. Is it advisable to lock it?” (1902. Outcome unknown). Others tackled topics of societal
importance and reveal the progressive thinking of the members, like “Should Woman have the same rights as
Man, and receive the same remuneration for work done?” (1930. The affirmative won convincingly). Occasionally, the debates would wander into philosophical territory, with topics like, “Is the race of Mankind degenerating?” (1901. Yes).
Guest speakers were invited to share their knowledge with the group. In 1930 a Mr Bowden related some of his
experiences in the Air Force during the Great War, and brought along parts of broken aeroplanes and explosive
casings which added authenticity to his stories. Later that same year Mr B Dunstan spoke about the Broken Hill
mines and showed a number of phials containing silver at different stages of the refining process.
While the evenings were certainly a source of great entertainment, with mock weddings, court cases and social
nights, the Literary Society served a deeper purpose. Secondary education was not available in Mt Compass
until the late 1940s, so the Society provided its members with a place to advance their education, improve literacy and communication skills and produced, according to Spencer J. Herring, “some very excellent orators,
men who are capable of holding their own on any public platform today.”
The Literary Society awakened the confidence and skills in its members to articulate
their stories, without which much of the
town’s history might have been lost.
Well known for his speaking abilities & poetry,
Arch Peters could well be considered a product of
this Literary Society.
He first joined this self-improvement group in
1904, at the tender age of 15. From the recorded
Minutes we can see that he was a regular participant at meetings with his impromptu readings,
which no doubt honed his public speaking skills.
Arch is shown here speaking at the opening of the
Pioneer Pavilion building in 1977. He also spoke
at the 1958 Memorial Hall opening.
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A transcript of Cecil Skewes’ letter to his friend Hugh Jacobs

“Somewhere” France
June 3rd 1916
Dear Hugh,
Just a few lines to let you know how I am getting on. Our reinforcements joined the 10th Battalion over a fortnight ago and
immediately went into action, but acting in reserve. We will be in the front line in a few days. We carry the rations to the
trenches nightly and do fatigue work, and as a rule rest all day and of course if needed reinforce the front line.

It is beautiful country where we are, lovely green fields & the roads have an avenue of trees along them, & make lovely scenery.
There is an orchard growing almost in the firing line, mostly apple trees of very large size, like gum trees, but I notice there is
a lot of disease among them, wooly aphis etc. The fruit is just set, I wish it was ripe, I have not tasted a decent apple since I left
M.C. When I get back I hope to make up for it.

It is summer time here now and we are having beautiful mild weather. There is any amount of water about. It is rather troublesome in the trenches as they cannot be dug much over 4 ft deep but are of course revetted with sand bags.

They reckon a man has to be extra lucky to get through up here, every instrument of destruction science can create is being
used. Gas is about the worst, but we have helmets which have been used very successfully, the gas being converted by chemicals in the helmet, to enable it to be breathed without harm. Then the tear shell which causes the eyes to run with water we are
protected against – and have steel helmets for bullets etc so we are not badly off. I think we have the Germans a bit shy of us
now, and it is only a question of time.

Hope things are looking well up your way and that you are doing well, remember me to all the people up there.
Young Pethie who left with the 4th or 5th of the 10th is in the same company as me, also J Langley. I have no idea where Len is
or W. Waye. Howard Peters I expect is further up the line, he is in the second division.
I hope Father & Mother Chris & Freda & Alma are well & happy, remember me to them also the folk at Willunga.

We are well looked after, plenty of good food & clothing, the life is a good one, plenty of excitement, especially when the shells
are flying, of course there is a chance of a trip to the hospital, but we don’t think too much about that, one thing here they
Continued following page
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Continued from previous page

have every convenience, and fine hospitals and last but not least fine nurses.

I have been rather unlucky with my letters have only had one from home & that written before xmas but it was rather a hard
job to find us, as our reinforcements were split up, a lot going into different units, and individuals were hard to find, but now
I should receive letters without trouble. My address will be 3910, 11 Platoon C Company 10th Battalion 3rd Infantry Brigade
France.

It seems hard to realise that we are in France so far away from South Aus sometimes and taking part in one of the greatest
wars in history, but firing gives us a quick reminder occasionally, anyhow it is a great experience and I will use the expression
I heard from someone writing from the front, while at M.C. “well worth a bullet”, what I have seen. Very few of us will be the
same when we get home as we will have a wider experience, some of course will be the worse as there are great temptations
for those who have no fixed morals & believe in a short life & a gay one but they are in the minority.

If I get through we will have a chance to visit England, as they grant furlough after a few months service (we are within a few
hours of England).

I expect by the time I get back you will have the chapel built, I am looking forward to going there when I am back again. Remember me to Mr & Mrs Jacobs, Mr & Mrs Jagger, Mr Weeks & the rest.
Let me hear how things are going hows the old possums, if you were here I’ll bet you would have a collection of rats. The
trenches are thick with them, I believe a Bosch shell knocked 3 rotten yesterday, well
goodbye or au revoir
Yours, Cecil J Skewes
Cecil Skewes (right) was seriously injured in the month following this letter to his
friend Hugh Jacobs when a bomb exploded between his legs, at Pozieres on the 25th
July. He did get his wish to visit England, but it was as a patient in a London hospital,
Wandsworth. Later that same year he was shipped back to Australia to then be discharged in 1917 as medically unfit. For the journey home he was recorded as “a cot
case under constant supervision”. He married Barbara Cuthbert in 1937 and lived on
Nangkita Road (section 332) until about 1946. He died in 1968, at the age of 73.
James Langley (left) of Nangkita, who is mentioned in Cecil’s letter, was
killed in action also at Pozieres, on 24th July, one day before his friend
Cecil was badly injured. He was aged 24.
His gravesite is unknown.
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The Changing Face of Mt Compass- A Few Views From 1986 & 1987....

A section of the shopping precinct
from left: The old State Bank
building, Compass Clothing
(Opening Sale), Chemist shop,
Doctor’s Surgery and Mt Compass
General Store (includes the Post
Office, with the mail boxes in the
front wall).

Right:
Moving further
along the street Di’s Country Delights (sweets) and
the Karana Liquor
Store.

Left:
Mt Compass Motors
was next in line note the grease & oil
change for $18- and
Super petrol selling
for 56.9 cents per
litre.

Right:
Things were much
quieter along Sandmine Road in those
days.
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Two sections of the Show Committee’s Minute Book recently donated to the Mt Compass Archives

The Minutes from 30th May 1906 (above) indicate that the Hall Committee was having some financial difficulty
just three years after building the Hall (in 1903). The Hall Trustees are requesting a loan from the Show Society for
“Hall Purposes”. £5 was approved for a period of two years at a rate of 4% per annum.
The page below, is from the 7th February 1907 and lists the Show sections along with some of the judges for the
day. The Sections are: Horses, cattle, poultry, produce, dairy produce, fruit, vegetables, flowers, miscellaneous plus
needlework & schoolwork. This day would have been a major undertaking for the small Mount Compass community and also included food & drink stalls, sports & music. (The smudges are on the original document.)
More about these shows in a future Chronicle.
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Mt Compass Basketball A Grade Premiers 1965: back L to R - Bev Burton, Glenda Miller, Ann
Higgins, Janet Hueppauff, Jo Fryar. Front: Kay Mathias, Althea Bell, Colleen Connor
In 1970 the name change from Basketball to Netball happened as a result of the international game of Basketball
becoming popular in Australia.
Prior to that date Brenda Seidel (Mark, Janet & David’s Mother) was instrumental in starting the Basketball Club
in Mt Compass. Her coaching skills for Junior and Senior players, and enthusiasm for the game was exceptional
and this ensured a solid foundation for the club which still exists today.
Mt Compass had one bitumen basketball court, and that is the one directly behind the Sports and Social Club.
Some towns had grass courts and Colleen Griggs can remember playing on grass at Goolwa. We had no clubrooms, shelter sheds, or pole protectors. Our basketball rings had no nets.
When we got wet/saturated which was fairly often, we changed after the game in our cars or the toilets.
Our box pleated tunics and white blouses had to be ironed every week.
Prior to 1965 we wore white sandshoes which also had to be cleaned with whitener, and then we were allowed to
wear black sandshoes. What a relief !!
At home games we took two oranges, one for our opposition and one for ourselves and they were eaten at half
time.
We were proud to represent Mt Compass, we were also very competitive - our goal was always to try and bring
home the flag at the end of the season. Importantly we also made many lasting friendships with our team mates .
It’s great to see all this continuing today in the Mt Compass Netball Club.
Being involved in Sport has given me so many positives in my life, and there is a game for everyone out there if
you want to participate. These days I am a happy albeit sometimes frustrated lawn bowler.
Glenda Connor (nee Miller)
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Tooperang Hall Minute Book
(A few interesting excerpts from the period 1945 to 1956)
We have recently been allowed to scan the first Tooperang Hall Minute Book to store it digitally in the Town
Archives. This ensures an extra level of security so that this vital piece of local history can be preserved for future generations. The following are a few select items from these Minutes:
(Note: prior to the Hall being built, Tooperang residents met at the Tooperang School or in local homes. They also
owned a piano long before they owned a hall!)
1st meeting held 25th July 1945 – name selected: Tooperang Progress Committee
2nd meeting held 3rd October 1946 - recorded a balance of £1693rd meeting 29th April 1947 – “Mr Appledore moved that Finniss to be approached regarding function in aid of
food for Brittain (sic). Carried ” Note: this was almost two years after the 2nd World War had ended.
4th meeting 9th August 1951 (4 years later) Business – to elect a new committee plus Trustees for the piano
(which was to be insured for £100). Trustees to be Mr Green, Mr Robinson & Mr J Squires.
A gymkhana is planned for November 1951 with weather insurance for £100- to be taken out.
AGM dated 28th July 1952 and re-written AGM minutes with amendments dated 29th August 1952 – 3 nominations for Chairman (Mr Dolling, Mr Young & Mr J Squires). A secret ballot elected Mr Young.
A gymkhana for this year was discussed, including the supply by Mr Squires of 2 roosters “for children” (rooster
chasing seems to have been a popular way to entertain children in these times).
A Building Committee formed consisting of: Messrs Dolling, Appledore, Kay, Heinicke, Green, Duffield, Eardley, Squires, Lewis & Robinson.
Mr Heinicke to draw up a plan for the Hall. The block of land was donated by Mr Heinicke.
£618 balance at start of year, £954 in the bank by the end of the year.
One of the fundraisers listed was a “Coronation Ball” held at Currency Creek Hall which raised £14-10-4.
Quote from the Minute Book “Owing to polio outbreak no functions at all were held for several months.”
17th August 1953 – Progress Committee moved to build hall -without assistance of Council.
Association to be known as “Tooperang Soldiers Memorial Hall Assoc Inc”.
19th September 1955 – Motion that name be changed from “Tooperang Soldiers Memorial Hall” to “Tooperang
War Memorial Hall”. The Building Committee to consist of Mr Wilksch, Mr Heinicke, Mr Baker, Mr Kay, Mr
Eardley & Mr Hunt. (A photograph of the Secretary at this time can be seen on the back page.)
Extraordinary Meeting held 25th November 1955 at Strathranoch
Tenders discussed: Motion to accept Elder Smith’s tender of £2,035With following additions: raising floor 18 inches
£25white ant proofing of all timber
£17-10
adding porch to front of hall approx. £30painting
£117Total of approx £2,300- allowed for overall cost.

Motion carried

28th March 1956 – Opening night of new hall to be April 20th @ 8.00pm
Jaench’s band to be approached to play at opening. The Premier Thomas Playford or Mr Jenkins MP to be invited
to open the Hall. Listed as also to be invited were: the Mayor of Strathalbyn, Lady Mayoress of Victor Harbor,
Chairman of District Council of Goolwa, Councillor Black, Mr & Mrs Peters & Mr & Mrs A J Wood.
Lighting plants for the night were to be arranged + portable lavatories would be provided.
Waterproof sheets for the supper preparation area were also required.
Tables would come from Finniss with 100 chairs to be hired from Mr Clark of Goolwa
200 cups also needed to be hired.
The charge for this grand opening night was set at 5/-.
(Discussion of ownership of the piano deferred to a later date.)
continued next page....
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Tooperang Hall Minutes (cont.)
1st meeting in hall 24th April 1956 – Extraordinary meeting of Residents of Tooperang
Ownership of piano: Receipts point to School Committee
as legal owners of piano (Purchased in 1940). Three letters
from previous residents (Mrs Galpin, Mrs Hutchens & Mr
Filmer) read out - all ”pointed out that the piano was the
property of the people of Tooperang. Same was put in the
school as there was no other accommodation at the time.”
Motion to move the piano into the hall from the school was
carried – but the teacher was given consent to use this
much discussed piano.
Honour Roll: Mr Green stated that all names on Honour
Rolls were of those men of the district.
Discussion about leaving Rockwood Honour Roll in the school. Decided to ask school that both Honour Rolls be
hung in the Hall.
Committee Meeting followed:
Opening described as “most successful”.
100 chairs to be purchased from Murray Bridge Town Hall @ 7/- each
Hall not to be hired out for night use until lights installed.
15th April 1956 – an engine & generator to be purchased from Baker Bros for £158-19-0.
“Resolved that sufficient wire be purchased to carry current from engine to Hall”
The Hall & contents to be insured for £2,00014th June 1956 – The constitution drawn up by Mr Baker is accepted with two additional clauses.
15th August 1956 – Hall Hire Fees:
“Locals”
Daytime
10/Short night
25/Long night
30/meetings
10/crockery
5/Hire of Supper Room
25/Church services free to all denominations
Tea towels & cloths not included
All breakages to be replaced

“Outsiders”
10/35/£2-

Supper Room to be erected as soon as possible - £80 donated at this meeting towards the cost.
27th August 1956 – 30 x 18 foot Supper Room to be built on south side of Hall
Resolved that Hall to be hired to Mt Compass Entertainment Committee for £2- including crockery, copper &
one packet of floor speed. Secretary to write to Mrs A R McKinlay, Mt Compass.
3rd September 1956 – Secret ballot held to decide where the Supper Room should be built. Result: back of Hall 16 votes, side of Hall - 6 votes.

This Minute Book is a valuable reference source of information about people and events in the Tooperang area.
This one book covers the period 1945 to 1991 although there were some years when the Association was in recess. Fundraising Gymkhanas were very popular at one point and interesting details including the competitors,
prizes & events can be found in these pages.
If you know of any other historic local documents that are stored in people’s homes, please allow the Mt Compass
Archives to scan a digital copy so that if anything happens to the original, historical information is not lost.
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A Recommended Website
For those interested in the Square Waterhole history, the following site may be of interest to you: http://
natureglenelg.org.au/wp-content/uploads/2017/08/NGT-Restoration-Options-for-Hesperilla-CP-FINAL-for-website23-08-2017.pdf
This leads you to a report on the small conservation park at Square Waterhole (Hesperilla) which details more information on the history of the Square Waterhole than is possibly available anywhere else. This is recorded in chapter 3
of the downloadable document - which is a report from the Nature Glenelg Trust .
Left: Doug & Amy Duffield - Amy was the
Tooperang Hall secretary during the period
their hall was planned & built (Refer page 10)
Below: A copy of the photograph from page 97
of Linton Jacob’s book “Where the Compass
Leads You”. The flower box shown here was
one of the earliest attempts to brighten up our
retail area. (also see the front page article)
Note: Copies of Linton’s book and the earlier
“Chasing Rainbows In The Rain” history book
can still be purchased from the Archives.

The views & opinions reflected in this Journal do not represent the views of the Mt Compass War Memorial
Community Centre Inc.
Every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of articles printed here. If you wish to advise of any corrections required
or wish to add further information regarding any item, please contact me using the address below.
Most importantly: if you have any information, documents or photographs that that could be of interest to
the Archives please give me a call or send an email.
Steve Kettle (mtcompassarchives@gmail.com)

